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Bobby’s sales teams
In 1972 Michael Hancock and Bob Isaac started selling cakes 
and sweets at local markets and delivering to local stores in and 
around Bromsgrove, Worcestershire. Soon there were 12 vans 
selling Bobby's branded products all over the Midlands region.

The operation was growing quickly and 10 years later Bobby's 
opened a second depot in Cwmbran, with Alton, Wakefield and 
Rainford following shortly after. The business flourished and 
Bobby's soon had 11 depots up and running. From Exeter to 
Livingston, Bobby's now have full UK coverage with the head 
office still operating from Bromsgrove.

Our sales team is made up of 91 Sales Reps, 12 
Depot Managers/Co-ordinators, 29 Development 
and Relief Reps and 5 Head Office Sales Staff. 

Across our 11 depots, we have Nationwide UK 
coverage from Lands End to the Orkney Islands! 
We now have a rep who is serving stores over in 
Northern Ireland.



Relationship management

Consistent representative
- All of our Reps do the same journey rounds every 

fortnight. Unless that Rep is on holiday or absent, 
retailers always see the same Rep at every visit. 

Regular face-to-face contact
- Depending on the needs of the retailer, our Reps will visit 

weekly, fortnightly or monthly. The Rep always arrives 
on the same day around the same time. This means that 
our Reps regularly see the buyer/shop owner, allowing 
them to build strong relationships with retailers. 

Depot contact
- We know our retailers love our face-to-face service but 

sometimes they may need to be in touch with us before 
their next visit. Retailers are able to contact their local 
depot when they need us. Having contact with a local 
depot, rather than a centralised office, means that we
are able to help queries using local knowledge, most 
applicable to that retailer.  



Quality advice

Marketplace knowledge
- As our products are only present in the convenience sector, our reps are switched on to what’s 

currently trending in the convenience market and what we can do to help retailers. Each week 
Reps are supplied with trending information and Industry News, all of which means they are 
able to put relevant and current knowledge behind their service.

CATEGORY and range ADVICE
- Our products form ranges of crisps, cake, sweets, biscuits and confectionary. When NPD is 

released, our Reps are briefed on exactly where new product sit both within our range and 
within the market. We are able to offer category and range advice to retailers and we are so 
confident in our product, we offer everything on a full sale or return basis.   



Advice and merchandising service

MERCHANDISING AND APEX
- Our Reps are consistently adapting their service 

so they can offer the best service of any direct to 
store supplier. As we have regular contact with 
our retailers, we are able to offer a 
merchandising service to keep our displays full
and visually appealing to a consumer. After an
initially consultation with retailers, our reps can 
manage the space we are given, ensuring the 
correct use of POS (which we have supplied FOC) 
and appropriate sighting of product in store. This 
gives retailers piece of mind and further 
improves the relationship our Reps have with 
their customers.



Customers at the core

P7

Business success
- The success of our service is down to the hard work and dedication 

of our Sales Reps. Build on the back of an excellent product range, 
our Sales Reps are responsible for their own sales records and 
monitoring. They understand how to support retailers and why 
they do it – Convenience Stores are at the centre of a community 
and store owners rely on us to provide an excellent service all 
throughout the year.

INNOVATION
- We have a Sales and Marketing Hub based in the Southern Region.

This is where we actively liaise with retailers, trial innovative sales 
and marketing techniques before seek feedback, monitoring 
success and then rolling out nationally. Currently we are trialling 
the way we sell and position ranges into stores. By trialling this on 
a measurable scale and gaining retailer feedback, we will have a 
tried and tested method with proven results.

- We are always seeking new ways to interact with retailers whilst 
servicing accounts to the best of our ability. Innovative new ways 
that we do this are coming!



Covid business support

We are proud to have been continuing to service local 
communities through the difficult covid-19 period
- Our Reps have continued to visit Stores that have remained open though March, April, May 

and now June of 2020. Whilst adhering to social distancing guidelines, our Reps have proudly 
continued to provide their well known consistent and reliable service to Independent retailers 
across the UK. 

- To show our appreciation to those working on the front line, our Reps have also been making 
donations of products to Hospitals, Care Homes, Ambulance Stations and many more 
locations where Key Workers are. We are proud to support both our local communities and 
essential workers though these difficult times.


